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Health Optimizing services for professional athletes 
 

Health Optimizing clinics are the world frontiers in high-tech medicine. Our proprietary 

methodologies utilize a vast combination of state-of-the-art technologies. We assess all 

potentials for improvement in health, stamina, performance and injury healing, and tailor-make 

protocols for the most effective results. 

Optimization plays a vital role in the success of a professional athlete; even a split second can 

make the difference between winning and losing. We work globally with professional athletes 

across sporting categories, including a 10-time World Champion and Olympic gold medalist who 

credits our methodologies as an important factor for her success. 

Our service to professional athletes covers 3 areas of focus: 

1. Stimulate faster and more complete healing of injuries. Experience shows that we can 

reduce the healing time of most injuries to less than half the usual recovery time. Even 

post-surgical restitution can be greatly accelerated. Additionally, we are often able to 

stimulate restitution of older injuries that have not healed.  

 

2. Optimize stamina and performance with a personal technology package for daily use. 

Health Optimizing CellRegulation allows for harder and longer sessions when used 

before training and competition on a program that stimulates ATP production in the 

cells. The same technology allows for faster recovery when used after training and 

competition on a program that stimulates circulation and relaxation of muscles. Health 

Optimizing ThyreoGym optimizes metabolism, stamina and performance (documented in 

clinical trials). Other technologies are included based on individual needs.  

 

3. Find and tap into any potential for improvement through assessments and tailor-made 

high-tech therapies at Health Optimizing clinics. Any health challenge that the body 

intrinsically spends a lot of capacity dealing with will compromise the capacity for 

stamina, performance and recovery. Health Optimizing’s comprehensive assessment 

process can accurately evaluate 20 000 parameters in the body. Once we know what is 

not functioning optimally and why, we tailor-make an effective plan of action, including 

high-tech therapies and lifestyle tweaks. 

For more information about Health Optimizing and everything mentioned in this document, 

please see HealthOptimizing.com. Contact hannah@healthoptimizing.com to start a dialogue 

about your specific needs and to have your questions answered. 

https://www.healthoptimizing.com/

